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Mare Jonio enforces open port in Lampedusa! +++ 108 refugees assert disembarkation in 

Malta!! +++ WTM Alarm Phone meeting in Tunis +++ From 1.4. in Berlin, Oldenburg, Munich:

The right to a humane livelihood applies to all people - against organized refusal of social 

services by German authorities! +++ 6. to 16.4. in nine cities: Event tour with Aboubakari 

Razakou, association of deported people in Togo (ATE) +++ On 27/28 April in Dresden: We`ll 

Come United +++ From 2 May exhibition in Berlin: Yallah - About the Balkan route +++ 10-

12 May in many cities: Action days against 100 years deportation detention +++ 17.-19.5. 

in Hamburg: Solidarity City meets the right to city forum +++ Alarm Phone Sahara: Website

goes online +++ Review: Ellwangen: Continuing to fight for basic and human rights for all 

+++ Outlook: 9-14 July near Nantes/France: Transborder Summer Camp; 24 August: big de-

monstration in Saxony; 31 August in Büren: big demonstration against 100 years of depor-

tation detention

DEAR FRIENDS!

Mare Jonio, the ship of the Italian rescue organisation Mediterranea Saving Humans, which was only

founded last summer, has recently impressively demonstrated how the rights of refugees and mi-

grants at sea can be enforced even in times of supposedly closed ports. On 18 March 2019, Mare 

Jonio rescued 49 people from the "death zone", just before the Libyan militias, which were equipped 

with EU funds, were able to intercept the boat. Shortly thereafter Mediterranea not only managed to 

force the disembarkation in Lampedusa against a foaming Salvini, but is already preparing for the 

next mission. The ship, which was confiscated at first, had to be released again after a court de-

cision on 27 March 2019. 

Two days later, on 29 March, a group of 108 refugees spectacularly managed their rescue and 

landing in Malta. On the instructions 

of EU air surveillance, the ship-

wrecked had been taken in by the oil

tanker "Elhiblu1" and were to be sent

back to Libya in an already practiced 

and illegal manner. But those affect-

ed resisted and were able to avert 

the impending push back to the hell 

of the camps. "In other words: The 

108 refugees, among them 31 women and children, successfully and legitimately resisted the abduc-

tion by the EU states back to Libya" (FFM). Nevertheless, several young people, two of them still 
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minors, are now to be tried for taking hostages and even "terrorism", and this "scandal in scandal" 

requires broad solidarity with the accused.

49 rescued in Lampedusa, 108 in Malta: two encouraging current examples of solidarity and self-

organisation from the central Mediterranean, which has otherwise become the main stage of the 

deadly EU exclusion policy. Last act: The Eunavfor Med Operation withdraws its ships in order to 

avoid the embarrassment of rescue. Instead, it will switch completely to air surveillance, whose data 

will then go to the Libyan militias for more effective interception operations. The externalisation of 

the border regime should be perfected using Libya as an example, and it is suspected that this will 

not be done despite but because of the systematic human rights violations there. Racist deterrence 

at all costs, which is simultaneously reflected in a gigantic armament of Frontex, in the ongoing 

charter deportations to Afghanistan or in the "ordered return" legal delusion of the German Interior 

Ministry.

But Mare Jonio and "Elhiblu1" show how even the 

central Mediterranean route remains contested. 

And this applies all the more to the Aegean and 

the passage from Morocco to Spain, where it is 

even more open whether and what new dynamics 

the persistence of migration can unfold there in the

coming months. The solidarity movements "from 

the Sea to the Cities" remain an important factor 

in these contested areas, and they extend into 

campaigns for equal rights, against deportation 

terror and for solidarity-based cities. "Against the exclusion and criminalisation of EU citizens social 

services to ensure the livelihood of all those who live here" calls the Network Europe in Movement 

with first actions at the beginning of April. "100 years deportation detention - 100 years innocently 

in detention" is the title of the germanwide campaign, with decentralised protests in front of all 

deportation prisons in May. And in other cities initiatives for citizens' asylum are being launched in 

order to concretely and practically stand up against deportations. Join the Anti-Deportation Industry!

With solidarity and anti-racist greetings,

the compass crew

P.S.: With spring we start with a new fresh layout. We thank a friend from Hamburg for the idea 

and conception.
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DATES AND INFORMATION FOR APRIL + MAY 2019

MARE JONIO ENFORCES OPEN PORT IN LAMPEDUSA!

About the Mare Jonio case on 18.03.19 from the worth reading commentary of 

Forschungsgesellschaft Flucht und Migration (FFM):

"How can it be explained that the NGO ship 

"Mare Jonio" not only managed to carry 

out the rescue in the face of the emerging 

so-called Libyan coast guard, the blocking 

Guardia di Finanza (GdF) and the angry 

Minister of the Interior Matteo Salvini 

("Arrest them!"), but also to bring the res-

cued ashore and escape immediate arrest? 

The captain was released after interrogation

until tonight at two o'clock in the barracks of the GdF, accompanied by the shipowner and the par-

liamentarian Erasmo Palazzotto, and proceedings were not initiated. Why was the NGO ship initially 

confiscated "only" for 48 hours?

An answer to this success can be found in the clarity and determination of the crew of the "Mare 

Jonio" and their political groups. Watch the short video after the rescue: The GdF shows up with a 

military ship in high seas, accompanies the "Mare Jonio" and orders: "Turn off the engines! The 

captain's laconic answer: "We take the rescued to safety. Then we can talk." To the emerging so-

called Libyan coastguard the short question: "Do you have a safe harbour according to international 

law?“ The Libyans denied it. Everything is now documented. In addition, there are the ad hoc reports

of the rescued, who suffered the Libyan hell, recorded on board. Then the "Mare Jonio" took the 

solidarity alliance to the mayors of the open ports declared by them and to the parliamentarians at 

their word and did not get involved in the polemics and personalization of the Interior Minister 

Salvini. …“
See full comment in german: https://ffm-online.org/lektion-mare-jonio-gute-vorbereitung-klarer-kurs-lob-der-
entschlossenheit
Further recommended reading in english: "You can't detain the stubbornness of freedom"
https://mediterranearescue.org/en/news-en/you-cant-detain-the-stubbornness-of-freedom 

ELHIBLU1 - 108 REFUGEES FORCE LANDING IN MALTA!

"Dying or Refoulement: EU Naval Aircraft please report!"

Article at FFM: "On Tuesday afternoon a European naval aircraft ordered the oil tanker "Elhiblu 1" to 

rescue 108 boat-people and bring them to Tripoli. The tanker captain rescued and requested 

"assistance" because the refugees did not want to return to the Libyan concentration camps. The 

European naval aircraft did not respond to his call for "assistance", i.e. the transfer of the refugees 

to a ship heading for Europe. The so-called Libyan coast guard could not be reached during those 

hours.

It was probably a military aircraft of the European operation Eunavfor med ("Sophia"), which 

according to Tuesday's decision is to be limited to the deployment of aircraft and drones over the 

central Mediterranean. Naval ships that can rescue in an emergency will be withdrawn.
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Two questions are to be put to this European military aircraft:

Which political-military body is responsible for the attempted mass push back organised by the 

European naval aircraft with the help of the oil freighter "Elhiblu 1"? The refoulement, i.e. the 

kidnapping of the rescued back to Libya, is punishable under international law, if it can be docu-

mented, and is highly inhuman.

Which political-military body is responsible for the death in the central Mediterranean, which is 

often observed from the air and not reported to the 

public? In contrast to the "Australian Solution", this is a

"European solution": Individual cases of rescue are 

brought into the limelight, while mass dying is to be 

made undocumented.

Fortunately, the refugees managed to force the oil 

tanker 6 nautical miles from Tripoli to turn back and 

head for Malta. Fortunately, the rescue ship "Alan 

Kurdi" of the NGO "Sea Eye" was located in the central 

Mediterranean and was able to record the communi-

cation of the European naval aircraft with the oil freighter. Otherwise the 108 boat people would 

have drowned without a trace, according to the "European solution", or the Libyan concentration 

camp militias would have made an example of them - after the refoulement.

After every rescue of boat people in the Mediterranean, NGO ships are confiscated and searched for 

line and thread. Investigations are initiated against rescuers on suspicion of aiding and abetting 

illegal entry. It is time to draw attention to the desk-perpetrators of Fortress Europe and their 

military police helpers."

Full texts in german:
https://ffm-online.org/sterbenlassen-oder-refoulement-eu-marineflugzeug-bitte-melden
https://ffm-online.org/elhiblu-i-mililtaerisch-begleitet-nach-malta-statt-refoulement-nach-libyen

WTM ALARM PHONE MEETING IN TUNIS

The transnational WatchTheMed 

Alarm Phone Network, which now 

consists of around 200 activists, 

met at the end of March in Tunis 

with over 100 participants (from 30 

cities in 16 countries!). Topics 

included the cooperation in the 

initiative for a Civil MRCC, i.e. a civil

society organised rescue control 

centre for the rescue NGOs and solidarity networks in the central Mediterranean Sea in view of the 

human rights-violating push backs by the MRCCs in Rome and Valetta, as well as the policy of 

criminalising flight and migration movements in the EU and currently also in Morocco. Also involved 

were several "Harragas" ("border burners" who make their way across the sea to Europe without a 

visa), who reported on their experiences at sea and on deportations from Italy to Tunisia and how 

they "discovered" their right to freedom of movement.  
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Representatives of the Alarm Phone from Morocco, Egypt and Turkey as well as a representative 

of the Alarm Phone Sahara from Niger spoke at the public event of the Alarm Phone Tunis on 23 

March in a theatre hall. The right to freedom of movement was once again at the centre of this 

debate. 

1.4. - 5.4.2019 IN BERLIN, OLDENBURG, MUNICH: WE CALL FOR A WEEK OF ACTIONS – 
TAKE PART! WORK: YES – RIGHTS: NO? EVERYBODY HAS THE RIGHT TO A DECENT MINIMUM 
OF EXISTENCE – AGAINST THE ORGANIZED WITHDRAWAL OF SOCIAL RIGHTS BY GERMAN 
AUTHORITIES!

Without the work of migrants, meat and vegetables would not be so cheap in Germany. Factories, 

offices and private houses wouldn‘t be cleaned. Many elderly and sick people wouldn‘t be cared for.

Migrant work is desired – but only if it is silent and invisible. But when migrant demand fair wages 

and working conditions, good housing, health care, social and child benefits, there is talk of benefit 

fraud and even organized gang crime.

Already today, people without a German passport are often excluded from social security in times of 

distress. The German government plans to expand these zones of exclusion even more.

Exclusion from Child Benefits?

There is a draft of a new law that shall withdraw the right to child benefits for non-german EU-

citizens in Germany.This affects especially those who need these benefits the most, e.g. single 

mothers, and fosters child poverty.

Exclusion from public spaces?

Poor and homeless persons are often expelled from public spaces. The new law shall allow security 

officers to send off and fine people preventively, if they only appear to offer their (wo)manpower in 

public spaces for undocumented work. Instead of strengthening labour rights, this law obstructs and 

criminalizes self organized job seeking strategies.

Instead: Suspicion, suppositions, persecution

A new internal instruction of the Federal Agency for Labour puts EU-citizens without a German 

passport under the general suspicion of benefit fraud. Employees of the Jobcenter shall control and 

discipline poor persons from Bulgaria, Greece, Italy, Romania and Spain especially austerely. These 

new regulations do not support struggles against over-exploitation and do not protect rights, but 

they deepen racist exclusions, divide between „useful manpower“ and „suspects“ and exclude even 

more people from basic social rights and a secure life.

These inhumane politics are not new: For example, refugees are regularly suspected to simulate 

parenthoods or marriages. A complex system of laws of exclusion divides between ‚asylum seekers‘, 

‚EU-citizens‘, ‚nationals‘ and other status groups.

— We demand that the instructions of the Federal Agency for Labour and the new law are taken 

back!

— Everybody should have the right to social security regardless of residence and employment status!

— Social security agencies shall support applicants to claim their rights and secure their livelihood!

Network „Europe in Movement“ (ALSO, BASTA, Initiative Zivilcourage / Gruppe Workers‘ Center München, 
Oficina precaria Berlín). More info: https://europainbewegung.de/en/call-for-action-work-yes-rights-no-2
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6. - 16.4.2019 IN NINE CITIES: TOUR WITH ABOUBAKARI RAZAKOU, TOGOLESE ASSOCIATION 
OF DEPORTEES (ATE) - ABOUT THE SITUATION OF DEPORTEES, PEOPLE WHO WERE RE-
TURNED BY FORCE AND "CANDIDATES OF MIGRATION" ACCORDING TO THE EXAMPLE OF 
SOKODÉ/TOGO

Aboubakari Razakou, coordinator of the Togolese Association of Deportees (ATE), is coming for a tour

through Germany, the Netherlands and Austria from 5th till 16th of April, following an invitation by 

the daily journal TAZ and the network Afrique-Europe Interact. 

The Togolese Association of Deportees (ATE) was founded in Sokodé, the second-biggest city in Togo, 

in 2008 by people who had been deported back to Togo from various countries, among others from 

Germany, Switzerland and the Netherlands. The work of ATE consists of practical support and mutual

aid for people who find themselves in precarious living conditions after having been deported, as 

well as of creating awareness within the society for issues all around migration and the rights of 

migrants and refugees.

Since the last few years, ATE, which was founded as a self-organisation by people who had been 

deported, has been dealing more and more with the situation of young people who are fleeing from 

Togo or who are heading for migration.

ATE contributes to showing a realistic image of the manifold and perilous risks along the migration 

routes to those who want to leave or who simply have to.

Moreover, like many African civil society movements, ATE speaks up against human rights violations 

and acts of murder along the flight- and migration routes - and against a border regime imposed by

European states that lets people die in the desert and in the Mediterranean Sea and pays money to 

libyan militia and to certain African governments for stopping people from Africa at any cost from 

approaching Europe. 

At his tour, Aboubakari Razakou is going to tell about the work of ATE in Togo and about the specific

situation in his home town Sokodé. Besides this, he's going to present the project Alarme Phone 

Sahara - a practical initiative by African and European civil society organisations against the pe-

rilous and sometimes deadly conditions along the flight- and migration routes through the Sahel- 

and Sahara countries.

Tourplan: Sa. 06.4 Berlin (TAZ Lab) / Su. 07.04. Dortmund (Black Pigeon, Scharnhorststr. 50), 5pm, Organizers: 
Afrique-Europe Interact + Urgence Togo / Mo. 08.04. NL-Amsterdam (Dokzaal, Plantage Doklaan 8), Organizers: 
Afrique-Europe Interact + All Included / Tu. 09.04. Hamburg / Thu. 11.04. Nürnberg (Stadtteilzentrum DESI, 
Brückenstraße 23), 8pm, Organizers: Karawane Nürnberg, Bayerischer Flüchtlingsrat, Freie Flüchtlingsstadt 
Nürnberg / Fr. 12.04. Munich (Bellevue di Monacco, Müllerstraße 2-6), Organizers: Watch the Med – Alarmphone / 
13.04. Tübingen (Begegnungsstätte Hirsch Hirschgasse 9), 7pm, Organizers: Asylzentrum e.V. together with the 
Spokes Person for Integration for the city of Tübingen and the Working Group on Gambia (Refugee Aids in the 
District of Tübingen) / 14.04. Vienna, Organizers: Afrique-Europe Interact / 16.04. Berlin: book-presentation with 
Christian Jakob "Dictators as bouncers of Europe"

27./28.4.2019 DRESDEN: GERMANWIDE MEETING OF WE`LL COME UNITED

From the invitation: "After the autumn of solidarity and an impressive and encouraging parade in 

Hamburg, we want to continue the common struggle for a society of many. And 'together' is also the

keyword for 2019. This year we want to focus on a city that is considered the capital of the right - 

Dresden. We'll come united wants to mobilise where it seems uncomfortable but above all necessary.

We are going to Saxony to stand by the people in the camps in solidarity, to show them that they 

are not alone, that we are fighting together for a solidary society of the many. (...) But also this year

we want to make our local struggles visible with a parade and bring them loud and creative on the 
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street. We'll come united will therefore be on the road with a parade block in Dresden on 24 August 

2019. In this way we show that there is another history of Dresden and Saxony and show the local 

people that they are not alone, that we stand together and fight together". 

Please get the whole invitation via mail@welcome-united.org 

2.5. - 25.5.2019 YALLAH – ON THE BALKAN ROUTE

Exhibition in Berlin in cooperation with RLS Foundation

Venue: Rosa Luxemburg Foundation, Foyer, Franz-Mehring-Platz 1, 10243 Berlin

"The exhibition will open in Berlin on 2 May at 7 p.m. in the foyer of the FMP1 - together with the 

exhibition organizers and Mirko Schultze, member of the parliamentary group DIE LINKE in the 

Saxonia state parliament and spokesman for rescue services and catastrophe protection. He was 

himself on the Balkan route with relief supplies in 2015..." 

More here:https://www.rosalux.de/veranstaltung/es_detail/D1MTQ/opening-yallah---%C3%9Cber-die-balkanroute 
Accompanying program is in preparation!
https://www.facebook.com/events/786821778353574/?ti=icl  

10.-12.5.2019 IN MANY CITIES: ACTION DAYS TO 100 YEARS DEPORTATION DETENTION

"100 Years of Deportation Detention" is aimed at all those who (want to) stand up for prisoners in 

deportation detention and dream of a society without deportation detention. This dream was denied 

for 100 years. So it is high time to become active together! In order to realize this dream, it needs 

your support! Organize actions, demos, exhibitions, lectures, church services - whatever you like. 

With all your ideas we will gladly support you with materials and speakers*. We are at your disposal 

as your contact person*. As part of the campaign "100 Years we organize a lecture tour through the 

entire Federal Republic of Germany. In the lecture we prepared for this purpose, we will clarify what 

deportation detention means at all, give information about the campaign, but are focused on the 

inhuman history of the deportation prison. 

A more detailed description of the content can be found here: http://100-jahre-abschiebehaft.de 
As part of the germanwide campaign, we would like to visit more than 50 cities in Germany. If you are interested, 
please contact us at kontakt@100-jahre-abschiebehaft.de  

11.5.2019 DEMONSTRATION AGAINST THE DEPORTATION PRISON IN INGELHEIM 

Opening rally from 1pm: Schillerplatz Mainz. For global freedom of movement!  Abolish all 

deportation prisons!  Organized by Antira Mainz and many more. 

12.5.2019 DEMONSTRATION AND RALLY AT THE DEPORTATION PRISON IN DARMSTADT-
EBERSTADT 

The deportation prison in Hessen has been in operation for almost a year now. At the moment the 

prison for up to 20 prisoners is to be extended for up to 100 prisoners. Right in the first year there 

were hunger strikes, illegal detentions, insufficient medical care, bad food, but also jailbreaks and a 

deportation blockade. The hunger strikes were accompanied by disinformation, ridicule and denial of 

reality by the police, media and politicians. But the protests against the deportation prison and the 

work to support the prisoners continue. The prison is not a local affair, people from all over Hessen 
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are held there to back up deportation and are also deported from there. Come to the prison quake 

(Knastbeben) on 12.05. and say no to the prison and to deportations and send strength over the 

wall.  

Meeting point 1.30pm at Marienburgerstr/Ecke Pfungstädterstr. near railway station Darmstadt-Eberstadt
2pm Demonstration to the prison
2:30pm Prison quake (Knastbeben): Music, speeches and greetings for the prisoners 
Organized by Community for all Darmstadt

12.5.2019 DEMONSTRATION IN FRONT OF THE DEPORTATION PRISON BÜREN

Stop deprivation of rights - abolish racist special laws! Abolish the camp! Abolish deportation prison! 

Start: 12pm 

Call under: http://buerendemo.blogsport.de/aufruf  
Further dates and actions will follow. News under http://100-jahre-abschiebehaft.de/ or Facebook: 
https://facebook.com/100JahreAbschiebehaft 

17.-19.5.2019 HAMBURG: SOLIDARITY CITY ON THE RIGHT TO CITY FORUM 

Within the framework of the Right to City Forum, a series of workshop on central practical issues 

of solidarity cities is in preparation for Saturday, 18 May 19: Citizens' asylum, shelters against depor-

tations and alternative housing for refugees are the topic of a working group, city mapping and Ur-

ban Citizen Card will then be the focus of a follow-up workshop. 

Further information and contact via kmii-hanau@antira.info

ALARM PHONE SAHARA: ONLINE FROM 9th OF APRIL

From 9th of April 2019, the project 

"Alarme Phone Sahara" goes online with 

its website alarmephonesahara.info.

On the one hand, the page shall serve to 

spread infos that are useful for people 

moving on the flight- and migration 

routes through Sahel- and Sahara-

countries and can be helpful to know 

and to reduce risks dangerous for life. 

This includes infos concerning legal 

conditions in the respective coutries along the traveling routes, as well as practical advice for 

traveling through the desert. In contrast to institutions like the IOM, Alarme Phone Sahara doesn't 

aim at convincing people not to leave their countries, but at supporting people in taking their own 

descisions by providing useful information.

On the other hand, reports about what is happening on the Sahel-Sahara-traveling routes between 

Mali, Burkina Faso, Niger, Algeria, Libya and Morocco shall be published for an international 

audience: Testimonies by people on the move who may have experienced repressions, violence and 

pushbacks, as well as by activists and rescuers, but also reports and analysis concerning the exter-

nalisation of the border regime and its consequences for people in the Sahel- and Sahara countries.
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In the sense of the three focus issues of Alarme Phone Sahara - raising awareness, documentation 

and rescue - the site shall be a contribution against the consequences of policies that undermine 

freedom of movement on the African continent and let people die in the desert and in torture 

camps.

http://alarmephonesahara.info

REVIEW

ELLWANGEN: CONTINUE FIGHTING FOR FUNDAMENTAL AND HUMAN RIGHTS FOR ALL! REPORT
OF THE PROTEST ON 14 MARCH 2019

We have reached an important stage in the dispute over the questionable and illegal police operation

in Ellwangen on 3 May 2018. This was only possible because refugees did not accept penalty orders 

and had the courage to sue. A small first success, which came about through the observation of the 

trial, through months of cooperation between committed people from Berlin, Stuttgart, Cologne, 

Freiburg, Murrhardt and through the support of advisers and lawyers. However, nothing has yet been

decided, but something has started to move.

What has the district court in Ellwangen decided? 

Proceedings cancelled: Three trial dates at Ellwangen District Court were cancelled by the responsible 

judge.

Protection of the apartment: The judge refers to the judgement of the Administrative Court Hamburg

of 15.02.2019 (judgement of 15.2.2019, 9 K 1669/18).

Lack of search warrant: 'According to the Court, the rooms in the Lea are, according to the letter, 

apartments protected by the Basic Law and the refugees are considered to be the owners of the 

apartments. According to this, it is not the director of the institution who has the householder's 

rights over these rooms, but the respective resident. In the opinion of the competent judge, a judicial

search warrant would therefore have been necessary. But that was not the case. But if the search 

had not been lawful, the defendants would not have made themselves liable to prosecution.  "There 

were different legal opinions about the legality of the use at that time, says Norbert Strecker, the 

Ellwangen District Court Director. His colleague had expressed doubts. "These doubts are now being 

investigated." (Stuttgarter Zeitung 12 March)

More information here: https://refugees4refugees.wordpress.com/2019/03/18/ellwangen-bericht-vom-protest-am-

14-maerz-2019-weiterkaempfen-fuer-grund-und-menschenrechte-fuer-alle/  

OUTLOOK

9.-14.7.2019 NEAR NANTES/FRANCE: TRANSBORDER SUMMER CAMP - FOR FREEDOM OF 
MOVEMENT AND EQUAL RIGHTS

An invitation to various anti-racist networks already circulate for the summer camp, in particular 

self-organisations across Europe as well as partner organisations from Africa will be addressed and 

invited. 

If you would like to know more about the approach and program planning, please send an e-mail to the following 
address: tsc2019@protonmail.com. Registration urgently requested!
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24.8.2019 BIG DEMONSTRATION IN SAXONY

more information in the next Kompass...

31.8.2019 BÜREN: BIG DEMONSTRATION AGAINST 100 YEARS OF DEPORTATION 
IMPRISONMENT

End 100 years deportation imprisonment forever!

11am at Deportation prison Büren, Büren-Stöckerbusch

3pm: Big Demo in Paderborn at the central train station

Flyers in different languages can be ordered via antira_pb@posteo.de 
Call (German, English, French, Farsi, Arabic, Serbian): http://100-jahre-abschiebehaft.de/de/buerendemo 

31.3., Berlin: Demonstration: Seehoher wegbassen!




